July 2021
The latest news from ACE for parents, staff and children

It’s hard to believe that we are at the end of the school year at the Nursery School and only a month or so
away from the end of term at the Day Nursery. We have been taking inspiration from the “Cows about
Cambridge” Art Trail, recommenced forest school and been preparing children for their transitions to the
Nursery School or Big School. We also say goodbye to Lindsey after 26 years of service to ACE. Herewith our
newsletter for the end of the summer term; read on for news from both nurseries and dates for your diaries.
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ACE NEWS
Introduction
As the end of this unusual school year draws to a close amid rising COVID infection rates, we have much to
celebrate. The older children at both the Day Nursery and Nursery School are ready for the next stages in
their lives and we thank Lindsey for her huge contribution to ACE over the last 26 years. The children returning
to ACE in September will be a big help as they show the ropes to new starters (proudly taking on the ‘older
children’ role).
The government has announced relaxation of many restrictions from next week but at ACE we will carry on
with the controls we have had in place for the last year, including increased cleaning, pick up/drop offs taking
place outdoors and twice weekly lateral flow testing by staff. We would encourage members of any
households over the age of eleven to carry out twice weekly lateral flow tests at home. To find out where you
can collect home test kits, visit here. You can also order some online to be delivered directly to your home
here or call 119. In the first few days after your child leaves ACE this summer, please continue to email us with
any health updates and test results.
Little ACE children have visited Big ACE for their settling in sessions and many Day Nursery children also visited
with a parent. Thanks to you all for carrying out lateral flow tests before your visits. Over the summer we will
be in touch with the families of children returning to ACE with updated fee policies, start dates and further
information.
Leavers’ funds have been launched at both settings (the idea of an ACE Parent Committee member some
years ago) and so far more than £1,000 has been donated by Big ACE parents as well as lots of lovely messages
which have been collated into a leavers’ card for the staff to enjoy reading. Thanks to Shiri (Mikey’s mummy)
and Anna (Drew’s mummy) from the committee for
getting these initiatives off the ground at both ACEs.

ACE Day Nursery
The three items we would like to share with you from the
Day Nursery in this edition are Sunflowers, Mud and
Forest School.
Sunflowers
A parent kindly donated some sunflower seeds and this
inspired us to put together a sunflower project at the Day
Nursery. We thought it would be lovely if each child could
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take home their own sunflower at the end of the summer
term after nurturing it at nursery. Thank you to everyone
who donated flower pots – we needed at least 26!
To set the scene, Hanna created a role-play garden centre
with soil, pots, gloves and watering cans; this is where the
girls and boys were encouraged to plant their sunflower
seed. Emptying and filling, hiding objects in the soil and
mixing water were great fun and have been repeated many
times, long after the seeds were planted!
Once all the children had planted a seed, the pots were moved to the
front courtyard where we knew they would have lots of sun. The children
helped to bring the pots round to the front and we made sure that all the
names on the pots were facing the right way so we could see them. The
children were very good at watering the sunflower seeds, ensuring they
weren’t too dry and that they had lots of sunshine. We also had to
remember just to look at the sunflowers as they started to grow, not
touch, as the plants are delicate
Over the next few weeks, the children enjoyed learning and listening to
this sunflower song:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOXl93oST_g.
We discovered some interesting facts about sunflowers while listening to
the song and then, using paint and a really large piece of paper, we made
our own sunflower. The boys and girls painted their interpretations of the
sunflower shape before sticking left over seeds onto the sunflower head.
We decided we should
measure the sunflowers to
make sure they were growing.
These sunflowers aren’t the
giant ones, so we think they
should end up about 50-60cm
tall. We started measuring two
weeks ago and currently the
smallest sunflower is 5cm tall
whilst the tallest is 12cm. We
are in the process of making a
sunflower chart so each week
we
can
compare
the
measurements.
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Last week Hanna came into nursery with some real sunflowers for us
to paint and measure, so we could see what our sunflowers might
eventually look like. This was a great opportunity to look at textures,
use our nose to find out what the flower smells like and notice
differences between each sunflower.

International Mud Day – Tuesday 29th June
International Mud Day aims to connect children through
the earth, by playing in mud! International Mud
Day involves children and early childhood professionals
all over the world celebrating nature, outdoors, and
mess by getting really muddy. At the Day Nursery we
love being outdoors! Natalie is leading our Forest School
sessions and with the children really enjoying our mud
kitchen, we wanted to think about how we could
encourage the girls and boys to explore mud in different
ways, both inside and outside.
Hanna and Sofia took a small group over to Barnwell Priory,
the grassy area just across from the nursery. The aim was to
collect a selection of natural resources. They had a fun time
exploring and found different types of grass, daisies, wild
poppies and twigs, as well as fallen flower petals. Hanna took
this opportunity to help the children practise their scissor
skills, using them to cut the poppies and grass. Hanna
explained how to use the scissors safely, the importance of
using them with a grown up, and that if we cut the flowers
from the bottom of the stalk they could grow back. The
children commented on how they thought the petals were
soft, and named the different colours of the items they were
collecting.
Back at nursery, the playroom and our muddy garden looked remarkable with so much for the group to
discover and get messy with! The children were encouraged to explore mud in different ways: splashing,
feeling it between fingers, mixing with resources or using their hands. We explored dry soil and then watched
the texture change as water was added.
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We read Muddy Puddle by Steve Smallman, which
fitted perfectly with the mud theme. The tuff spot
was filled with soil and the animals from the story
were added. This allowed the children to re-tell the
story, make their own story up or simply just make
marks in the soil using the animals.
Clay was introduced and the boys and girls
explored this with their hands, making marks on
paper. The natural resources from Barnwell Priory
were used too, again to make marks on paper after
being placed in the clay; the children also enjoyed
using the clay to cover up and hide the branches
and petals.
Towards the end of the afternoon Hanna made dirt
playdough with the children – it’s quite easy!
Ingredients:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1 cup flour
1/2 cup salt
1 tablespoon cream of tartar
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1 cup water
Brown/black food colouring
Play sand

Method:
Stir the flour, salt, and cream of tartar. Mix in the water and oil. Heat the mixture over a medium heat, stirring
often until it forms a ball. Let the play dough cool before colouring. Knead in plenty of brown/black food
colouring first, and then knead in some sand. You can add a LOT of sand to the play dough without it becoming
dry and crumbly! We actually used black play sand.
We ended up thinking that any day could be mud day! Here are some ideas for you:



Mud pies
Mud soup

Mud sculptures
Mud sliding/pit

Mud painting
Mud bath/spa

Muddy car wash
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Forest School
Last week we had our first official Forest School session since the pandemic
started. The children and adults were very excited to get going, sharing their
ideas of what we were going to do and see. “I’m going to look for the Gruffalo’s
house,” said one child. On the way there we saw lots of beautiful flowers and
noticed a ‘snail wall’ – there really were lots of snails! Once we were at the forest, Natalie explained how mother-nature wants us to have fun but also to take
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care of the forest, ourselves, and each other. Natalie explained the safety rules and allowed the children time
to think about why it is important to listen to adults.
Children learnt how we put our hands up when we are going through a narrow
path adjacent to stinging nettles or thistles. The children were encouraged to think
about their own safety and spatial awareness, so they needed to consider whether
it is safer to walk one-by-one or next to each other.
During our session we saw lots of
different insects: woodlice, ladybirds, spiders, butterflies, damsel
flies and even ladybird larvae.
Before sitting down for lunch, we talked about what our nature
names might be – this was a bit of a tricky question and although some of the children came up with a name, they may
change this as they become more comfortable at the forest. Natalie’s nature name is Bee; we then wiggled our bottoms like little bees!
We found a small area under a canopy to keep dry whilst we had our lunch. This was a good opportunity to
talk about what we enjoyed and what we could see. Then we set up a boundary area using brightly coloured
material which we attached to trees. The children understood that they couldn’t go past this boundary unless
an adult was leading the way and said it was safe.
Natalie had a go at bark rubbings, and the children soon wanted to join in. Each of
them thought about what they could use. We tried stones, clumps of mud and
damp bark. After this we went out into the field
where we played some running games; we also
pretended we were deer hiding in the long
grass!
After this we all decided we were very tired, so
we had a few minutes where we watched the
clouds and listened to the environment around
us; each child was able to lie down and ‘just be’
for a few minutes, before heading back to nursery.
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ACE Nursery School
The main highlights of this half-term at the Nursery School have been the allotment, our cow project and
transitions.
Allotment
The ACE allotment is now fully up and running. Taking the place of the old swings, this part of the garden is
being used to grow a wide variety of vegetables, flowers and fruit (sunflowers, tomatoes, cucumbers, corn,
beans, peppers, squashes…) The children made scarecrows, subsequently named Betty and Harry, to keep the
birds away and the picnic bench has been moved into the area. It’s lovely to see the children sat at the table
engaged in activities and surrounded by the plants they have
been looking after. You can see how quickly the plants have
grown in these two pictures taken only a few weeks apart.

It has been a truly co-operative effort, with many
parents, staff and children pulling together to make it
happen (from conceiving the idea of an allotment
during lockdown when we were all forced to spend
lengthy periods at home, to dismantling the swings,
making planters, buying compost and donating
plants). Thank you everyone.
You may remember the carrot tops which we were
growing. These have now flowered and we intend to
harvest the seeds to germinate and then plant out in
our allotment.
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Cow project
Most of you will have come across Cows about Cambridge – the art trail of 90 fibreglass cow structures - all
uniquely decorated by artists and community groups - which has appeared in Cambridge’s streets, parks and
open spaces. They will be in place until Sunday 4th September and we know a number of ACE families are
intending to visit them all (if they haven’t already done so?) The inspiration for the event is the red poll cattle
which graze the green spaces of Cambridge during the warmer months.

Gemma and Diana took a group of children onto Parker’s Piece to see
the cows nearest to the Nursery School; which inspired the ACE cow
project. The ACE children decided to make a midi cow (sized
somewhere between the large cows on the trail and the mini moos)
out of recycled materials and subsequently named it Aqua. It
features the ACE yellow gate on its side and some fabulous
eyelashes!
We showed the children what 90 looks like (the number of decorated cows there are) by making marks on the chalk board - many children had a very good attempt at counting along as the marks were
made. Aqua makes 91.
As well as making appearances at the front and back gates at hometime, Aqua has been ‘grazing’ on Parker’s Piece – meeting other
cows as well as members of the public.
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COW GALLERY
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Transitions
We have been talking about school to the children
moving to new locations in September. There
have been some lovely conversations about what
they are looking forward to doing at school, who
their friends are at ACE and what their new
teacher is called. Although most reception teachers haven’t been to visit in person, we have had
telephone conversations with many of them
and/or completed transition documentation provided by schools, to aid the settling-in process.
The group of six children moving from ACE to St
Matthew’s were able to enjoy a visit to the reception playground to familiarise themselves with the
school and meet a couple of members of staff.

We have also been welcoming new starters at the Nursery
School from Little ACE and the outside waiting list. This younger sibling is raring to go at the yellow door – even bringing in
her lunch bag.
The children returning to ACE for another year include five
summer born children who are deferring school for a year, and
we very much look forward to these older children helping us
settle in the new starters.
We wanted the children to have
a keepsake of their time at ACE
so we sourced som e beautiful
smooth, flat pebbles for the
children to decorate. Once the
paint was dry they then coated
them in PVA glue and the results
are stunning! The child's name
and date are on the reverse.
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We’re very proud of all the ACE four year olds who are confident and ready for school – we wish you all the
best and please keep in touch.
Photos follow of 2021 leavers where we have written permission to include them in the newsletter:
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SOCIAL EVENTS
Teddy Bears’ Picnic – cancelled
We were very sorry to cancel the teddy bears’ picnic this year but with rising
COVID cases, including an outbreak at a local school which a number of ACE
siblings attend, it was probably the right thing to do. As outdoor gatherings are
still limited to 30, we would have had to construct multiple separate groups of 30
and keep them apart; there would have been more rules than fun!
If your child is leaving ACE this summer and you are interested in being sent
details of the event next year, please join the ACE alumni email list by contacting
us at ace_nursery@tiscali.co.uk.
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STAFF NEWS
ACE Day Nursery
This month we feature Laura from the Day Nursery.
Hi, I am Laura and I have worked at ACE Day Nursery since March 2021. I am from
Santander, a small city in the North of Spain. I have lived in England for five years.
I studied an Early Childhood Education Degree in Santander and did different
placements in schools and nurseries. When I finished my degree, I decided to move
to England because I wanted to improve my English. I originally thought I would
stay here for a year but five years later I am still enjoying my time here.
I was nervous when I decided to move here so I thought that the better option for
me was to work as au pair because I could have a house, a job and also be involved
in English culture. I worked as au pair for a year where I learnt a lot about the
English culture.
After that, I had temporary work in nurseries around Cambridge until I secured a job at a Montessori nursery
where I stayed for three years. Now, I work here at ACE and I am really happy to be a member of this team.
My hobbies are to spend time with my family and friends, doing yoga after work, dancing to Latin music,
cooking and baking.
We celebrated Paulina’s birthday on 22nd June; here Paulina is blowing out
the candles on her piece of birthday cake. Paulina’s mum’s birthday was a
few days after so they went to London and enjoyed a small family gathering
to celebrate.
Paulina has been accepted as a part time student to study for her BA
Honours in Early Childhood studies at Anglia Ruskin University starting in
September. Paulina will study in her own time on a distance learning course;
we’re very excited for her and will support her on this new journey.
Laura has passed her probation period – welcome to the Day Nursery team – congratulations.
Sarah Hughes joined two zoom training sessions on ‘Brilliant Babies’. They covered how to support
communication and language for children under 24 months, critical sensory development and how children
establish a sense of self.
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ACE Nursery School
Lindsey’s retirement
The main staff news from the Nursery School is
Lindsey’s retirement this summer after 26 years of
working at ACE. It’s difficult to know where to start
when thanking Lindsey for her incredible dedication
to ACE over more than a quarter of a century!
Lindsey is particularly renowned for her patience
and calm way with children, as well as her love of
rhymes. Although primarily working with the
Penguin group, when Lindsey covers for a Puffin
group teacher, the first thing the Puffins request
from Lindsey is some of her rhymes!
There is a full interview with Lindsey in the alumni
newsletter being sent out today, but selected
highlights are included below.
Lindsey is the third longest serving member of staff in ACE history. The longest is Lindsey’s predecessor as
Deputy Head, Sally West, who was at ACE for 28 years and Paula Watson, Headteacher before Lisa, who
worked at ACE for 27 years.
The main changes Lindsey has seen over the years are more paperwork (although that is about to change with
the introduction of the new Early Years Foundation Stage guidance from September which recommends
spending more time with the children) and better professional training opportunities (which used to be nonexistent!)
Adult/child ratios have improved over the years – we have eight staff working with the children now compared to four + a student when Lindsey started, for the same number of children.
Lindsey was born at home in Newnham, grew up in Cambridge and qualified as a nursery nurse at CCAT
(Cambridge College of Art & Technology). She always wanted to work with children but also fancied being a
midwife; having been at the birth of five of her grandchildren, she feels she has ticked this box to some extent! Lindsey worked at a number of local nurseries and as a child minder before responding to the advert in
the Cambridge Evening News for a part-time, term-time role at ACE which fitted well round her own children.
Lindsey said she instantly felt as if she had come home when she arrived here. The way that ACE looked after
children was the same way that she looked after children.
All six of Lindsey’s Cambridge-based grandchildren (by her two daughters) have been to ACE; the eldest is
now 17 and the youngest is leaving ACE for reception this summer. Her other two grandchildren are nursery
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school age and live near York with her son and daughter-in-law. She says her grandchildren have called her
both grandma and Lindsey interchangeably at work, but it’s amusing when other children follow suit and also
call her grandma!
Lindsey recalls some of the memories she has of ACE:
 Being told that ACE had to move out of Parkside for underpinning work in 2000 and not knowing if she
would have a job (we had to downsize when we temporarily decamped to what is now the Day Nursery building, with half the number of children due to the size of the premises).
 Returning to the refurbished Parkside which had a kitchen in the basement for the first time as well as
central heating and carpet throughout. The garden had been revamped – previously it was just mud
but now we had a path as you see it today. The idea for the kitchen had come to Lindsey when she attended an ACE social at one of the houses nearby and was entertained in the family’s wonderful
basement kitchen. Before that the basement at no. 37 was not pleasant; it was bare brick with a committee cupboard and not much else.
 Paula telling the staff team she was leaving as Headteacher as they sat around after the children’s
Christmas party enjoying a few snacks when the children had gone home. Lindsey remembers being
shocked and wondered who would take over. Lindsey was asked to be part of the interview panel for
the new Headteacher; three candidates were interviewed and Lindsey said she instantly knew that Lisa
was the right person for the job!
 The annual tradition of Monique (Headteacher prior to Paula) coming in every Christmas to read stories to the children at the party.
 A flying nun! A group of nuns from Japan visited ACE through a connection with one of the parents.
There was one petite nun Lindsey remembers who chased the children round the garden in her habit
and to this day Lindsey can visualise a flying nun in the ACE garden!
 The missing student. There were often students who helped out at ACE and Lindsey remembers thinking on one occasion that the latest recruit had gone missing in action. After a bit of a search, he was
found in the staffroom strumming a guitar and saying that sometimes he just had to make music!
 Leaving a member of staff and some children on the platform at Shepreth train station after an ACE
outing. Most of the team managed to get on the train before the doors shut but not everyone! The
staff member bought ice-creams for the children and British Rail arranged for a taxi to return the
group to ACE.
 All the wonderful children, staff and supportive parents she has met at ACE. Lindsey appreciates that
not everyone is fortunate enough to work with a strong, like-minded team who want the best for all
the children. ACE is one of those places that if you get it,
you want to stay.
After ACE, Lindsey plans to take it easy for a while and then hopefully do a bit of travelling. She would like to see more of her son
and family who live in York, one of her brothers who currently
lives near Swansea and to relax abroad in some sunshine. She has
already agreed to help out with school runs with her younger,
Cambridge-based grandchildren.
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Lindsey’s top tips for looking after children are to try to empathise with the child to understand how she/he is
feeling and then treat them accordingly. She is renowned for the way she uses rhymes to bond with the children and her favourites are Find a bin (that her children learnt at Brownies) and Little Mousey Brown:
Up the tall white candlestick
Climbed little mousey brown
Right to the top
But he couldn’t get down
So he called to his grandma
‘Grandma, grandma’ [At this point the children cup their hands to their mouth and call for Grandma]
But grandma was in town
So he curled himself into a ball
What a clever mouse!
And rolled himself back down.
Lindsey would like to thank everyone who has sent in messages; we’ve collated
these together in a card which was given to Lindsey today and she is very
touched. The parents of Lindsey’s key children have clubbed together to buy her
a farewell gift, organised by Elisa’s parents Vanessa and Craig. We consulted
with one of Lindsey’s daughters to see what Lindsey might like as a retirement
gift from ACE and were told that a hanging egg chair might be in order, although
we’ve left it to Lindsey to choose the style/colour she would like and have it delivered to her home (rather than taking it home on her bike!) A current ACE parent, Frank, painted a very special watercolour of Lindsey at ACE on her birthday
earlier this year, which was given to Lindsey by the ACE children (handed to her
by her grandson who is currently at ACE). Huge thanks to Frank.
Three parents made cakes to celebrate
Lindsey’s last term-time day on Thursday
15th July (thanks to Samin, Musa’s mummy,
Liz, Arlo and Owen’s mummy, and Jane, Leila’s mummy, for your baking prowess). We
shared one with Lindsey and the children,
Lindsey took one home and then the third is
to be enjoyed with the staff team on the
cleaning day after the end of term.
Lindsey’s last working day at ACE is Friday
13th August, the final day of the summer
playscheme.
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On behalf of everyone at ACE, we would like to thank Lindsey for having given so much to ACE over such a long
period of time. We hope you come back to visit us and wish you a long and happy retirement. In turn, Lindsey
would like to thank all the parents who sent such lovely farewell messages to her.
Farewell celebrations with Lindsey: 15th July 2021
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We’re pleased to announce that we have recruited a new member of staff, Zoë, to join the team at the
Nursery School from September. You may meet her during the playscheme as she is coming in for a few days
to familiarise herself with ACE before the start of term. Gemma will become Deputy Head and Diana the third
in charge as well as being lead SENCo (Special Educational Needs and Disability Co-ordinator). Virginie will
continue as ENCO (Equalities Named Co-ordinator) Bethany will become a designated SENCo. Lisa, Maria,
Rebecca and Zoë complete the team.

ACE PARENTS’ COMMITTEE NEWS
The latest meeting of the parents’ committee was held virtually on July 6th. The main business of the meeting
was to discuss staff remuneration and fees for the new 2021/2 academic year. Updated fee policies will be
circulated to parents in the near future. Discussions were also had about updating staff employment
contracts, and how to handle staff holiday travel abroad if quarantining is required on their return.
There will be vacancies on the committee from November when some existing committee members stand
down, as their children are moving onto primary school. If you think you might be interested, please contact
either nursery or the committee directly for further information.
The committee can be contacted independently of either nursery via the email address below:

ace.parents.committee@gmail.com
THANK YOU!
We asked all families to complete three co-op hours this term or pay in lieu, if it wasn’t
possible to help out. We have had so many contributions. Here is a
selection and apologies to anyone we have missed out.
Little ACE co-op hours
Thank you to Oscar’s daddy and older brother for making our new
numbers for our mud kitchen.
Thank you to Gus’ daddy, Brendan, who planted some sweet peas for
us.
Thank you to Neva’s daddy, Will, for giving the yellow gate a new coat
of paint.
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We have had continued support for taking washing home this term– thank you. We do have a washing
machine at Little ACE but we have a mountain of washing to get done each week, so this is really helpful.
Thank you to Andi, Max’s daddy, for taking a look at the error on the office computer.
There will be a list of final jobs sent round which we will please need help with before the end of the summer
term, so any volunteers will be a great help.

Big ACE co-op hours
Thank you to all the parents who have been helping us out by shopping and doing laundry, including:
Hannah (Raphi’s mummy) Katie (Théo’s mummy) Collette (Mitzi’s mummy) Harriet (Agnes’s mummy) Mareike
(Clara’s mummy) Vanessa and Craig (Elisa’s parents) Nicole (Betty H’s mummy) Afef (Lina’s mummy) Shanshan
(Lucas K’s mummy) Nathalie and Andrey (Sophia U’s parents) Orsolya and Letif (Sophie’s parents) and Rachel
(Tommy’s mummy).
Thanks to Voula (Adriana’s mummy) Sasha (Annie’s mummy) and Hannah (Lucas G’s mummy) for offering to
wash and/or shop during the summer playscheme.
We are grateful to everyone who has helped out with the new ACE allotment, including those of you who have
brought in compost and donated plants. Thanks to Justin (Arlo’s daddy) for offering to cut the front hedge and
the ivy in the back garden, and to Edward (Jessie’s daddy) who has also said he will help with the hedge (it will
need a couple of trims over the summer!) Thank you to Jeff (Tilda’s daddy) for making a planter for us with
another one in the pipeline. Thank you to Cise (Mirai’s mummy) for helping in the garden, to Clare and
Matthew (George’s parents) for cutting back ivy in the garden and taking half of the trimmings away. Thanks
also to Hannah (Raphi’s mummy) who removed the rest.
Thank you to Nicole (Betty H’s mummy) who has donated a number of toys to ACE ahead of the family’s return
to the US this summer.
Thanks to the ACE parents’ committee members who continue to help on all fronts (attending meetings, taking
minutes, writing newsletters, launching the 2021 leavers’ funds…) To Shiri, Liam, Rosie, Sarah, Angharad, Anna,
Liudmila, Tania, Jess, Holly, Hannah, Caspar and Liz – huge thanks.
A massive thank you to everyone who has donated to the leavers’ fund and/or left a message for the ACE
team. We have raised an amazing £1,085 to date, including some donations from children who are returning
to ACE for a second year. We will enjoy deciding how best to spend these resources. One purchase we have
already made, thanks to a parent who donated funds specifically for this purpose, is a number of Mantra
Lingua dual language books and a talking pen. When the pen touches a page of the book, it can read the story
in a huge variety of languages. Virginie has completed the training for this equipment; it’s an amazing
resource we will be able to enjoy going forward.
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Thanks to all the artistic parents who have been decorating tables, chairs, stools, tables, oars and more,
including: Sophie (Miriam’s mummy) Samin (Musa’s mummy) Jane (Leila’s mummy) John (Cora’s daddy),
Hannah and Ian (Lucas G’s parents) and Afef (Lina’s mummy).

Thank you to our bake-off parents who made cakes for the end
of term celebrations with Lindsey: Liz (Arlo’s mummy), Samin
(Musa’s mummy) and Jane (Leila’s mummy). Thank you Jenny
(Oslo’s mummy), for cutting up and hemming sheets for rest time.
On the maintenance front, we are grateful to Yaniv (Amalia’s daddy) for fixing a bolt on a gate in the garden
and for dismantling the old heavy sandpit lid. Thanks to Kieran (Jim’s daddy) for agreeing to help us with the
design of a new lid. Thank you to Letty’s family (Georgia, Jack and grandad) for helping subdivide a double
chair into two single ones.
We couldn’t manage without you – thank you!
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DO YOU KNOW?


At the Day Nursery, our foods menus are now on the front door – for quick and easy access.



The 50 things to do before you’re five app might be useful for the summer holidays. See here for
further details.



At the Day Nursery, Zoom parent chats are being booked with your child’s key person; if you haven’t
already booked a slot, please email the office and we can look at availability for you.



We have been working on life skills again at the Nursery School. Most recently we looked at road
safety, responding to a parental suggestion.

TERM DATES
ACE Nursery School
Summer Term
Thursday 15th July: term ends
Friday 16th July: closed
Monday 19th July – Friday 13th August inclusive: summer holiday playscheme. There are currently spaces left
on the following days: Friday 23rd July (1 place) Friday 30th July (3 places) Tuesday 10th August (2 places), Wednesday
11th Aug (1 place) and Friday 13th Aug (3 places). Please contact the office if you would like to book any of these
for your child.
Monday 16th August – Thursday 2nd September inclusive: closed
Autumn Term
Friday 3rd September: Autumn term starts
ACE Day Nursery
Summer Term
Wednesday 18th – Tuesday 31st August inclusive: closed for our summer break
Autumn Term
Wednesday 1st September: Autumn term begins – staggered start for new children
Term dates for both settings for the 2021/22 academic year are available on the website.
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REMINDERS


Please notify us of any illnesses, tests and results in the first few days after your child leaves ACE this
term.



For those at Little ACE and families attending the Big ACE summer playscheme, please continue to wear
face coverings at pick up and drop off time, to socially distance in the queue to collect and to
undertake lateral flow tests to try and keep everyone in the ACE community as well as we can during
this period of rising infection rates.



If your child is leaving ACE this summer and you would like to keep in touch, you can opt in to either or
both of the following alumni email distribution lists:
1.
Holiday playschemes – ACE alumni up to the age of 7 can come back to our playschemes. We
contact you before playschemes if we have spaces to offer to alumni.
2.
Alumni newsletter and events – we would contact you 2/3 times per year with an alumni newsletter and details of the teddy bears’ picnic
If you haven’t already done so, please email us at ace_nursery@tiscali.co.uk and let us know which list
you would like to join.

and finally…
Thank you for all your donations, gifts, cards and messages. We wish you all a lovely summer holiday period
when it comes. We always enjoy hearing about how the ACE 2021 graduates are doing at school, so please
send us photos of children on their first day at their new establishments.
Stay safe!
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